
Instructions for P/N: 3164
These clips will allow you to convert your pre 68 sedan or
off-road chassis from the swing axle transmission design to
I.R.S. suspension.

These are for stock VW, I.R.S. trailing arms and do not apply
to long travel (3x3) applications. We recommend that a
qualified chassis fabricator do the installation.

Fixtures are also available to aid you in the process. These are
available to buy or rent from most off-road shops.

For installations without a fixture you should install the stock
I.R.S. arms that you intend to use on the car. Attach P/N: 3164
clips to the arms and mock them up for fit on the torsion tube.

Since the years vary you will need to clearance the inside
edges of the clips to fit against the horns of the transmission
mount. The outer edge of the clip will be approximately 9"
from the inside edge of the back of the torsion plate housing.
When the clips are in place you should have the clips with a
10º angle downward to allow for proper travel before tack
welding in place.

Remove the trailing arm from the clips and weld in place.
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